Mask Pattern Instructions based on this video:
Youtube.com/watch?v=9QrW4zljMwY
Cut fabric 8” x 16”. Hem short ends.
Or, if you want to use two different fabrics, cut
them 8” x 8.5” and join them with a .5” seam and
continue as if using a single fabric.
Fold in half, right sides together. Measure in 1.5”
from each side at top open end and pin.
Stitch 1/2” seam from pin to ends, leaving center
open for adding filter.
Finger press seam open and pull new seamed tube end to bottom. See next photo.
Pin or clip a 5” piece of elastic (or 15” each ties) at corners catching ends in edges where sides will be
seamed. All the extra elastic or ties should be inside the tube. Serge 1/2” side seams or sew and trim to
1/4”.
Turn right side out. Opening will be at bottom,
facing up. Square should measure 6.5” on sides.
Place pins for pleats at 1”, 2”, 2.5”, 3.5”, 4” & 5”
on right side. Bring 3.5 pin to 2.5, 5 to 4, and then
make a 3rd pleat like the first two pinning or
clipping to hold. Repeat for other side. You can
just eyeball it. Stitch seam at 1/4” down each side
securing pleats.
The opening for the filter is below your mouth
when wearing, on the INSIDE. When forming the
pleats you want them going downwards, not
upwards becoming dust collectors, although when
worn the pleats disappear, anyway.
Add a nose wire channel by finding the center top edge (opposite of the filter opening) and pin. Measure
2” either side of center and stitch a 1/2” seam from the edge between the pins.
Cut a pipe cleaner (or use a garbage bag or bread bag twist tie) and crimp one end, and work into channel
from inside the mask. Pipe cleaner will make
3.
Cut filter of your choice (optional) and insert
into mask. Make ½ of a Fisherman's Knot
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=GhS3mhRsf-k) with ends of elastic on
each side of mask. Adjust to fit. Crimp wire
over nose.
Remove nose wire and discard filter to wash
and reuse.
Happy to have comments with corrections
and clarifications as you use this. Missy in
Montana!

